Better Now: Teeny Tiny Ways to Improve Your Hurried, Harried,
Single-Mom Weekday Routine

While nothing will change the fact that
being a single, working mom means
leading a very full life, there are ways to
carve out moments for ease, grace,
relaxation and enjoyment that can make a
huge difference in how you feel each day,
moment to moment. Life has its big
moments moments that produce great grief
or great challenge and moments that
produce elation and exhilaration, however
this book is about the little moments where
we spend the majority of our lives. It is in
these everyday, ordinary moments where
we tend to set the tone for our lives and the
way we live. Are your moments full of
contentment, reflection, presence? Are
your moments full of worry, anxiety,
anger, frustration? Quality of life is just as
much if not more so- made up of the little
moments of choice rather than the bigger
decisions we make for ourselves. This
book will walk with you hand in hand in
the task of transforming your hurried,
harried single working mom schedule into
one that allows for beautiful little
moments. In adopting small habits of joy
that are easy to implement, you can
reconnect with your desires and find more
happiness in each day. The result? A better
you now.
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